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UD Trucks is a leading Japanese 
commercial vehicle solutions 
provider, active in more than 60 
countries on all continents. Since 
its inception in 1935, the company 
has been an innovation leader with 
a clear vision to provide the trucks 
and services the world needs 
today. We go the extra mile for 
smart logistics with the most 
dependable solutions for 
demanding customers. Also we 
have an environment and culture to 
welcome variety of people from all 
over the world. Look forward to 
seeing passionate students who 
love to work in Japan!
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Get Ready for a 
Successful 
Job-Hunting
in Japan 

Get Ready for a 
Successful 
Job-Hunting
in Japan ・Japanese students who 

  want to work globally

The following students are very welcome

・International students

29thFeb(Thu) 

  18:00～20:15

Online seminar @ Zoom 

NTN is a precision machinery 
manufacturer that researches, 
develops, manufactures, and 
sells bearings and driveshafts. 
In 2018, NTN celebrated its 
100th anniversary. Our main 
products, bearings are 
essential and precision 
components that support 
rotation of machinery. 
They are used in various types 
of machinery including 
automobiles, wind turbines, 
rolling stocks, and others to 
support the lives of people 
around the world. 

Kobe Shu-Shin-Kan Breweries, 
LTD is a Japanese sake 
brewery founded in 1751 in the 
Nada district of Kobe. With 
over 270 years of sake brewing 
history, our philosophy is to 
produce delicious sake without 
environmental impact. Our sake 
brand “Fukuju” is highly 
acclaimed both in Japan and 
overseas, for being served at 
the Nobel Prize official events, 
and for becoming the world’s 
first carbon-neutral sake.
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